Torture during interrogation often includes methods that do not physically assault the body or cause actual physical pain -and yet entail severe psychological pain and suffering and profoundly disrupt the senses and personality. Solitary confinement and prolonged sleep deprivation are just two examples of these psychological torture methods. Even psychological methods which do not amount to ill-treatment when considered in isolation, amount to inhuman or degrading treatment or torture, when applied in conjunction with other techniques, cumulatively and/or over a long time. Often they are part and parcel of the whole torture process and constitute a ''background environment'' of harassment and duress. The ''cumulation over time'' factor must thus be considered as part of a system of psychological torture.
During interrogations, psychological methods are used specifically with the aim of ''softening up'' and thus breaking detainees' resistance so as to make them ''talk''. Their use often results from a state policy authorizing them either directly or indirectly, in the latter case by ''condoning'' them.
From the outset, it should be stressed that interrogations as such, so long as the methods used respect the rule of law, are legitimate. These methods have been described elsewhere, 3 and include different forms of interrogation techniques and the use of psychological ploys. The challenge is thus to determine which methods are legitimate and which are illegal, causing pain and suffering that fall into the category of ''cruel and inhuman or degrading treatment'' or torture. Some of the methods used are physical methods, acting on the body and generally producing pain; others are psychological, that is, non-physical, and act on the mind. Some methods are recognized forms of torture; others -which also may produce pain and suffering, but to a lesser degree -may not ''qualify'' as torture according to the definition. Yet other ''non-physical'' methods may appear to be ''minor'' or even innocuous when taken separately one by one. This paper will attempt to explore the use of non-physical methods, and will consider whether and when their use can amount to torture according to the established definition. It will in particular look into whether the use of such ''minor'' and apparently innocuous methods, when applied repeatedly, either singly or in combination and over a period of time, can also amount to cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, or even torture.
On the legal definition of torture
Defining exactly what torture means seems to be as complex as defining what shocks the conscience in the case of pornography. A US Supreme Court Justice once said with regard to the definition of pornography, I shall not today attempt further to define the kinds of material I understand to be embraced [by the term pornography] … but I know it when I see it! which defines as torture any act that consists of the intentional infliction of ''severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental'', involving a public official and carried out for a specific purpose. 5 The Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture has a broader definition of torture, 6 which does not have to include the infliction of severe pain and suffering. In international humanitarian law (IHL), torture does not have to be inflicted by or with the acquiescence of a public official, but can be perpetrated by any individual.
Despite these various interpretations, when it comes to defining ''torture'' the main elements remain those laid down in the CAT. An important characteristic of this Convention is that it introduces a significant difference between the term ''torture'' and ''other acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment'' (CIDT): it bans torture completely and absolutely (Art. 2), 7 while imposing on states ''only'' the obligation to ''undertake to prevent'' cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment (Art. 16). States have used this to argue that while torture is forbidden, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment may be justified under exceptional circumstances. If such treatment is to be allowed in certain circumstances, but not torture, the differentiation between these two notions becomes important.
Other legal instruments, however, do not differentiate between the two terms. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), for example, prohibits in absolute terms both torture and inhuman or degrading treatment. 8 The same is true of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). 9 International humanitarian law equally forbids torture (whether physical or mental) and cruel, humiliating or degrading treatment, as well as any form of physical or moral coercion. 10 In the practical application of the provisions, the European Court of Human Rights has distinguished between torture and ''cruel, inhuman or 5 Article 1 of the CAT defines torture thus: ''1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term ''torture'' means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.'' 6 The Inter-American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture defines torture in Article 2 as ''any act intentionally performed whereby physical or mental pain or suffering is inflicted on a person for purposes of criminal investigation, as a means of intimidation, as personal punishment, as a preventive measure, as a penalty, or for any other purpose. Torture shall also be understood to be the use of methods upon a person intended to obliterate the personality of the victim or to diminish his physical or mental capacities, even if they do not cause physical pain or mental anguish.'' 7 Article 2 (2) of the CAT states that ''No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture.'' 8 ICCPR, Articles 4 and 7. 
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593 degrading treatment'' by attaching a ''special stigma'' and ''particular intensity and cruelty'' to torture. 11 In the early case of Ireland v. UK, methods such as hooding, sleep deprivation, wall-standing and constant noise were considered not to amount to torture. 12 Conversely, in the discussion whether similar methods used by the Israeli General Security Service for interrogating suspected Palestinian terrorists in the late 1980s and 1990s amounted to torture, the UN Committee against Torture and the Special Rapporteur on Torture found that these methods did constitute torture.
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In more general terms, it is possible to differentiate between the two notions by referring to the UN Declaration of 1975, which defines torture as an ''aggravated form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment''.
14 Torture thus implies the infliction of more severe suffering or pain -arguably a very subjective concept.
The definition of torture, as opposed to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, is thus not very clear and a constant issue of debate. An interpretation in good faith of the relevant human rights instruments, however, makes the differentiation between these notions legally irrelevant, as the intention was to prohibit both torture and inhuman or degrading treatment, and not to allow states to circumvent the absolute prohibition of torture by classifying methods as cruel, inhuman or degrading, rather than as ''torture''.
Defining psychological torture
The term ''psychological torture'' can relate to two different aspects of the same entity. On the one hand, it can designate methods -that is in this case the use of ''non-physical'' methods. While ''physical methods'' of torture can be more or less self-evident, such as thumbscrews, flogging, application of electric current to the body and other similar techniques, ''non-physical'' means a method that does not hurt, maim or even touch the body, but touches the mind instead. Just as readily recognizable as methods of torture in this category are prolonged sleep deprivation, total sensory deprivation or having to witness the torture of family members, to cite only three examples. On the other hand, the term ''psychological torture'' can also be taken to designate the psychological effects (as opposed to physical ones) of torture in general -torture ''in general'' meaning the use of either physical or psychological methods, or both. There is sometimes a tendency to merge these two separate concepts into one, which leads to confusion, between methods (or ''input'', as it were) and effects (or ''output''). This confusion has led some authorities to deny the very existence of ''psychological torture'' as a separate entity.
It has been stated that it can be difficult to define torture in general. It is even harder to define ''psychological torture''. As has been seen, the definition of torture is firmly based on ''severe pain and suffering''. The fact that this notion is qualified as being both ''physical and mental'' is a recognition that both aspects go together. Physical torture produces both physical and mental suffering; the same applies to psychological torture. It therefore becomes difficult to isolate psychological torture per se as a separate entity and define its different features.
A report by Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) in 2005 broke new ground by providing a definition of the term ''psychological torture'', based on the interpretation formulated in the United States Code (USC) -the codification of the general and permanent laws of the United States -of the prohibition of torture.
15 The Code's interpretation refers to ''severe mental pain or suffering'' caused by the threat of, or actual, administration of ''procedures calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses or personality''.
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Here the effects that will qualify as torture are clearly defined. If the methods used during interrogations -in this case, what PHR calls ''psychologically coercive tactics'' -produce the said effects, then those psychological methods do indeed qualify as constituting ''psychological torture''. They are used to break down any will prisoners may have to resist interrogators' demands, and are discussed in detail further on.
Similar to the definition of torture in the CAT, this definition requires a measurement of the gravity of suffering, as the methods must be calculated to disrupt ''profoundly'' the senses or the personality, and the effects they produce must be ''severe'' mental pain or suffering. The difficulties linked to measuring mental pain and suffering now need to be considered. 15 Federal Criminal Anti-Torture Statute, 18 USC, Section 2340: ''(1) ''torture'' means an act committed by a person acting under the color of law specifically intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering (other than pain or suffering incidental to lawful sanctions) upon another person within his custody or physical control; (2) ''severe mental pain or suffering'' means the prolonged mental harm caused by or resulting from (A) the intentional infliction or threatened infliction of severe physical pain or suffering; (B) the administration or application, or threatened administration or application, of mind-altering substances or other procedures calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses or the personality; (C) the threat of imminent death; or (D) the threat that another person will imminently be subjected to death, severe physical pain or suffering, or the administration or application of mindaltering substances or other procedures calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses or personality;'' available at http://caselaw. 
Measuring mental pain and suffering
The threshold that must be reached for acts to amount to torture is, as mentioned above, the causing of severe pain and suffering. The Convention against Torture explicitly prohibits the infliction of severe physical or mental (or psychological) suffering. Physical forms of pain and suffering are more readily understood than psychological forms, although physical suffering may also be hard to quantify and measure objectively -defining severe pain and suffering involves an assessment of gravity that is difficult to make, as these notions are highly subjective and may depend on a variety of factors, such as the age, gender, health, education, cultural background or religious conviction of the victim. 17 How should the distinction be drawn between different levels of pain: mild, moderate, substantial, severe, intense, extreme, unbearable, intolerable, excruciating, agonizing …? -And the list could go on … An objective assessment of psychological suffering is especially difficult. Sir Nigel Rodley, former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture and one of the leading experts on the subject, has stated,
[T]he notion of ''intensity of suffering'' is not susceptible of precise gradation, and in the case of mainly mental as opposed to physical suffering, there may be an aura of uncertainly as to how … [to assess] the matter in any individual case. 18 This aura of uncertainty is problematic, as it has been used to exclude certain treatment from being qualified as torture. As far as physical pain and suffering are concerned, it is perhaps useful to recall that the debate has at times gone well off track. In Jay Bybee's famous (some would say ''infamous'') memorandum (Bybee memo) of 2002, which sought to qualify the definition of torture for purposes internal to the US government, the severity of pain or suffering necessary for any method of interrogation to ''qualify'' as a form of torture had to be of a ''high level of intensity''.
rise to a … level that would ordinarily be associated with a sufficiently serious condition or injury such as death, organ failure or serious impairment of bodily functions. 20 The reasoning that pain, in order to qualify as ''severe'', has to produce permanent damage and impairment may be valid for insurance compensation.
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But it is most certainly flawed for any definition of torture, for which there is no requirement that the pain and suffering be long-lasting, let alone permanent. The use of domestic legislation for assessing insurance claims has no bearing whatsoever on the interpretation of international law prohibiting torture. Suffering from illness and suffering from torture are two completely different things. Besides being flawed, the threshold proposed for physical pain is also extremely high and does not take into account mental suffering.
With reference to psychological torture, another most extraordinary condition was proposed in the same Bybee memo, 22 suggesting that in order to constitute ''severe mental pain or suffering'' there had to be ''prolonged mental harm'', ''of substantial duration'', ''lasting months or even years''. This meant that any objective qualification of psychological suffering had to be proven to be longlasting. The ICRC visits prisoners around the world, and encounters many who are still under interrogation in situations where torture is being used. According to the above interpretation, any meaningful assessment of ''prolonged'' damage would thus have to be done months or years after the fact, which would defeat the very purpose of qualifying a situation of ongoing torture as such.
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 23 found in prisoners subjected to coercive interrogations would certainly qualify as ''significant'' psychological harm of ''significant'' duration. This diagnosis, however, can only be made if the symptoms have been present for more than one month and requires suitable conditions and sufficient time for interviewing the person. These optimum conditions are very difficult to secure whilst prisoners are still in custody, all the more so if they are still under interrogation and are thus being subjected to ongoing stress! Acts deliberately causing PTSD thus might qualify under the Bybee memo as torture, but that qualification would require waiting for a proper assessment several months or years down the line to determine what was happening to prisoners not yet released at the time such acts were perpetrated. This not only constitutes an unnecessary barrier to the classification of certain 20 Ibid., p. 176. 21 Ibid., p. 176. The memorandum specifically mentions that ''the phrase severe pain applies in statutes defining an emergency medical condition for the purpose of providing health benefits''. 22 Ibid., pp. 195 ff. 23 The discussion of whether torture produces PTSD is a complex one and goes well beyond the scope of this paper. PTSD as originally defined was meant to apply to extreme situations, in fact ''near-death'' situations, which resulted in serious psychological trauma to the victims. This would for example be the case of someone who survived an air crash, or who narrowly survived dying in a fire. The common denominator differentiating these ''near-death'' situations from torture is that torture is ''man-made'' and intentional. The PTSD-like effects after torture are consequently different. The debate among specialists today has, however, largely blurred this distinction.
psychological effects as amounting to torture, but defeats the very goal of any psychological evaluation for the purpose of rehabilitation.
In the following description of what has been called ''input'' (psychological methods of torture) and ''output'' (psychological effects of those methods), the issue of ''psychological torture'' will first be considered from the ''input'' point of view.
Psychological methods used during interrogations
Psychological methods used during interrogation are those that cause disruptions of the senses or personality, without causing physical pain or leaving any visible physical sequelae. These non-physical methods are many and their use is widespread. [M]ethods of torture included … prolonged periods of exposure; humiliations such as public nakedness; confinement to small ''punishment cells,'' in which prisoners were unable to stand upright or lie down, where they could be held for several weeks; being forced to kneel or sit immobilized for long periods.
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Although many examples mentioned here will be from the context of US detention in the so-called ''global war on terror'', there are many other contexts in which ''aggressive psychological techniques'' amounting to torture are likewise used or have been used. Harsh techniques employed by the East German secret police or ''Stasi'', for example, have been documented since the fall of the German Democratic Republic. The use of various forms of humiliation, degrading treatment, threats, hunger and cold, isolation and other psychological methods during interrogations was found to cause ''persisting and paranoid anxieties, rearousable by specific situations; persecution dreams, mood disturbances, suicidal tendencies, and shattering of confidence''.
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As pointed out above, consideration must be given not only to what is done to a person, but to the overall situation and circumstances and the individual susceptibilities and vulnerabilities. The ethnic and religious contexts certainly have to be taken into account. Any of these factors will of necessity be subjective and case-related. The discussion of torture cannot merely be narrowed down to ''acts causing pain and suffering'' in an abstract sense.
Apart from the psychological methods which cause disruption of the senses and personality, there are other methods used during interrogations which in themselves are not deemed to be a form of psychological torture. They could be termed ''minor'' or ''innocuous'' methods; they can, however, become coercive if used over prolonged lengths of time. These ancillary methods can also produce a situation of duress that can in fact amount to a form of cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, and in some cases even torture. They are considered later on in this paper.
Psychological effects of torture
Torture in general, meaning the use of psychological and/or physical methods of torture, has been shown to have ''destructive health consequences on detainees''.
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The use of these methods in many ways makes detainees feel responsible for what is happening to them, inducing feelings of fear, shame, guilt and grief, as well as intense humiliation. 29 On a more clinical scale, victims of psychological torture present symptoms associated with anxiety disorders. These symptoms are described further on and undoubtedly cause disruption of the senses and personality as stated by Physicians for Human Rights. The many negative effects on health of psychological torture have been documented widely by others as well. 30 It has thus been proven that psychological methods can be extremely coercive, constitute torture and be unlawful. This distinction [between physical and psychological torture] seems to have more relevance for the means by which torture is practised than for its character. Almost invariably the effect of torture, by whatever means it may have been practised, is physical and psychological … A common effect is the disintegration of the personality.
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The Istanbul Protocol
Both the physical and psychological effects of torture are comprehensively discussed, analysed and fully documented in the Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment, a landmark publication otherwise known as the Istanbul Protocol.
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Compiled over several years by a wide selection of experts from many countries, the Istanbul Protocol considers virtually all aspects of torture and its consequences and establishes a procedure for governments or independent bodies to conduct a standardized investigation of the use of torture. It also broke new ground by covering issues that had never been fully acknowledged before.
The Istanbul Protocol states categorically that torture, to be qualified as such, need not leave any visible scars or marks. In a nutshell, it states that torture without any visible physical evidence is nonetheless torture and therefore can still have severe consequences. In other words, torture is not a ''WYSIWYG'' issue. 33 The ''size of the scars'' has no relation to the extent of the trauma: the fact that no scars are left therefore does not mean the person was not tortured. For many decades, numerous courtrooms tended to dismiss allegations of torture on the grounds that the plaintiffs had ''nothing to show'' on their ''allegedly tortured ' physical traces at all. By extension, psychological methods of torture, which are not expected to leave any ''physical marks'', also constitute a form of torture. This had of course already been common knowledge for many years in centres for the rehabilitation of torture survivors, where torture was found to have produced serious trauma and health problems without leaving any physical evidence. 36 The late Professor Sten Jacobssen, a Swedish expert on torture, always stressed that ''the worst scars are in the mind''. 37 The Istanbul Protocol also says that a victim's testimony on the torture experience may be patchy or ''muddled''. It may be imprecise in time, location, or in its details -or all of the above -and this can be quite normal after torture. Unconsciously or even deliberately ''forgetting'' about torture is often part of a person's coping mechanisms. This, too, has been known for several decades among people working to help torture victims and applies to both physical and psychological forms of torture.
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The Istanbul Protocol rightly considers torture as a holistic process that can involve both physical and psychological methods, producing both physical and psychological effects. This reality was first stated and documented by medical researchers in Toronto (Federico Allodi et al.) and Copenhagen (Inge Genefke et al.), in the first rehabilitation centres that began to work systematically and scientifically with survivors of torture some thirty years ago.
There is, however, a gap in this holistic approach. It lies in the fact that in considering the effects of torture, the Istanbul Protocol took an evidence-based approach and furthermore describes the effects of torture in general. It does not separate the effects caused by ''purely physical methods'' from those caused by methods that are ''purely non-physical''. This could seem to be a non-issue, since in most torture situations both types of methods are combined for interrogations. Is it not artificial to want to separate the effects of the physical from the effects of the psychological, having clearly stated that torture is a holistic phenomenon and that both methods produce both types of effects? How can separating them help to clarify the entity of ''psychological torture''?
The reason for considering the effects of ''psychological methods'' separately is to see whether these methods alone -that is, without any physical assault -produce ''pain and suffering'' that reach the threshold of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or torture.
In the last two decades the use of torture has followed two different paths. In some states torture continues, even today, to be physical and very brutal. Leaving physical evidence on the bodies of the tortured has not troubled those oppressive states where impunity is widespread and the perpetrators have no reason to fear prosecution, let alone condemnation, for following what is de facto (although usually unwritten …) state policy. But this situation is not the subject of the present analysis.
Other states, while also choosing narrowly to interpret torture as implying only physical acts, have increasingly changed their practices owing to growing accountability or perhaps to moral or other pressures and are thus resorting more and more to coercive psychological methods in their interrogations.
The point here is that states that use torture seek to narrow the definition thereof, taking into consideration only its physical ''severe pain and suffering'' aspects. As the person is not assaulted, the reasoning goes, the ''severity of pain and suffering'' criterion (here meaning physical only) is not met. This line of argumentation is effectively used to manipulate wider public opinion, which has largely come to consider torture to be mainly a ''physical phenomenon'', thus accepting the (flawed) reasoning that without physical assault there is no torture.
The psychological effects of torture -that is, of all methods combined, both physical and psychological, described in detail in the Istanbul Protocol and many other medical publications -are well known. 39 Those most frequently encountered are re-experiencing the trauma (flashbacks, nightmares, stress reactions, mistrust -even of family members -bordering on paranoia); avoidance of anything recalling the torture experience (also called emotional numbing); hyper-arousal (irritability, sleep difficulties, hyper-vigilance, constant anxiety, difficulties in concentrating); depressive symptoms, and what is known as depersonalization (acknowledged atypical behaviour, feeling detached from one's body). Other psychological effects of torture can also be much more focused and relate directly to what has been done. To give but one example from a situation in an Asian country, detainees were found to have been brutally tortured by very physical means, by the crushing of their limbs and applications of electricity all over the body. It was found that the most traumatic consequence of such torture was in fact psychological: the fear, for the young men concerned, all in their early manhood, of having been rendered impotent by repeated violence -beatings and electricity -on their genitals. This fear was instilled in them on purpose by the torturers, who knew its cultural significance, and was described by the victims as ''the worst part'' of what they had suffered. Even reassurance by doctors about their ''genital integrity'' did not dispel it. From ICRC field experience in Asia, 1996-2006. 41 The term ''ill-treatment'' is used here so as not to get into the debate of whether one is talking about torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, or something lesser that constitutes wrongdoing.
methods could, by applying the criterion of ''severe pain and suffering'', be considered as a form of torture -in this case (purely) ''psychological torture''.
Psychological torture: specific examples
Now that the definitions and references have been established, specific consideration will be given to several methods of psychological torture and their effects, in fact combining the ''input'' and ''output'' approaches mentioned above. First, however, one undoubtedly very ''physical'' method of torture will be discussed as a typical example of a method with both physical and psychological effects, the latter -the psychological effects -being much longer lasting than the physical.
Submarino
The physical example that will make the case for ''physical methods with psychological consequences'' is a method known as ''submarino'', 42 a term coined from its extensive use in Latin America in the 1970s and 1980s. It is used during interrogations and has been widely documented in all centres for the rehabilitation of torture victims, as well as by the ICRC in its work. It consists of dunking a victim's head into a vat filled with water, to which urine, excrement or other contaminants may have been added to increase the torment. 43 This leads to a ''near-drowning'' experience in which victims are suffocated by having to hold their breath under water or inhaling the water, and which has been described as one of the most traumatic a human being can endure. 44 This method is well known; it has been described in many texts 45 and often portrayed in the cinema.
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The physical consequences of submarino are usually short-lived, consisting mainly of uncontrollable coughing from the inhaled ''water'', 47 but it can also cause acute brain damage due to deprivation of oxygen, as well as death from asphyxiation. The acute suffering produced during the immediate infliction of submarino is superseded by the often unbearable fear of repeating the experience. In the aftermath, it may lead to horrific memories that persist in the form of recurrent 42 In all publications by specialists on the subject of torture, ''submarino'' is the term recognized, just as ''telefono'' has become the ''official'' term for boxing of the ears during torture. 43 In some countries, chilli powder is added to the water to add to the torment. ''drowning nightmares''. It has been condemned as torture for several decades, and as such is prohibited under international law and domestic US law. 48 The method typically leaves no outward effects and is often monitored by medical staff ensuring that the victim does not actually drown. One variation of submarino is called ''chiffon'', 49 which induces the same near-drowning experience through a cloth or similar material being applied to the face and covering both nostrils and mouth, which is then slowly and steadily soaked with water. This variation has been used in many countries and continents.
Clearly submarino and its variants are an example of a physical method that produces immediate physical and mental suffering and major subsequent psychological distress. Just the mention of a repetition of submarino has been known to cause profound anguish and make detainees agree to make any confession asked of them.
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''Waterboarding'' is the name given to a technique quite similar -in fact identical -to submarino or chiffon. It has been described as an ''enhanced interrogation technique'' in which ''simulated drowning'' is produced by ''strapping down a prisoner and pouring water over a cloth that covers mouth and nose''. 51 The Council of Europe 52 has specifically examined and condemned the use of this method, stating that
[T]o immerse persons under water so as to make them believe they might drown is not a professional interrogation technique, it is an act of torture.
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The ''near-drowning experience'' has been described in some detail so as to convey clearly the psychological anguish and fear it produces while being a clearly physical method of torture.
Psychological methods used during interrogation will now be considered, together with their effects on the victims.
Phobias used during interrogation
The use of phobias is a good example of a psychological method often applied in interrogations. Phobias can be cultural, affecting a whole population, 54 individual. Individual refinement of their use has perhaps best been described by Orwell in his classic novel 1984, when the main protagonist, Winston, is tortured in ''Room 101''. 55 Whether personal or ''collective'', the use of phobias maximizes psychological suffering, tailoring the inducement of fear and dread to the individual. The use of dogs to induce fear among detainees at Abu Ghraib prison was tailored to the well-known Muslim dread of canines; it also exploited the fact that the dog is considered to be an unclean animal. 56 In other cultures, the fear and revulsion of pigs, for example, have been used to torment victims.
Breaking sexual taboos
Sexual taboos have always been used by interrogators, either knowingly or not. The methods used to break such taboos can be psychological as well as physical and can, depending on a variety of factors, amount to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or torture. In most cases, they involve crude male-on-female abuse ranging from lewd remarks and innuendos, having to undress and stay naked in front of males, crass groping or pawing, and ultimately sexual rough treatment and (but not always) rape. 57 Rape, meaning sexual aggression with penetration, has now been officially defined as being a form of torture. 58 It should be recognized, however, that the other forms of sexual abuse mentioned above, apart from rape, can also have devastating effects, precisely because of the psychological trauma they cause.
Sexual taboos have recently been highlighted in the context of Islamic countries because of the Abu Ghraib and other related incidents. 59 Such taboos exist, however, in all cultures and are merely more or less accentuated. Any sexual connotation given to coercion in custody can be extremely frightening and have shattering effects on the mind, and torturers know this. 60 There is arguably a gender difference regarding the use of sexual methods that needs to be explained. Women in custody can be more traumatized than males by any sexual innuendo made by their captors or interrogators. Aware as they often are that sexual abuse occurs during detention and interrogation, such innuendo (during arrest for example) may make women in custody wonder ''how far things may go''. They may become increasingly frightened to the point of becoming traumatized, fearing that ''the worst'' may happen, even though 55 George Orwell, 1984 (1949 . 56 Sexual and religious phobias in the Muslim world are best described in Patai, above note 54. 57 Male-on-male abuse is more often simply a targeting of the male genitalia for torment by electricity or beatings. Sodomy does occur, but proportionately less often than rape of female detainees. ''nothing'' may have actually been done to them. For this reason the traumatic effect of any sexual abuse, including ''mere sexual innuendo'', should never be underestimated, even if actual rape is not the issue. Any sexual abuse is traumatic, but for cultural reasons and all the additional concerns about pregnancy and fertility, it tends to be more traumatic in women than in men.
61 This is certainly not to say that sexual abuse is ''less harmful'' to males. In many societies, however, the mere hint that a woman may have undergone sexual violence in detention can result in ostracization by her family and exclusion from her society, and may in some cases even lead to her ''honour killing''.
In societies where sexual taboos render the whole issue of sexuality infinitely more complex, the trauma will obviously be multiplied accordingly. The differences between ''guilt'' societies and ''shame'' societies have been described elsewhere and go beyond the scope of this paper. 62 In many rehabilitation centres for torture survivors it has been documented that women from Asian societies, for example, who have suffered even extreme sexual ill-treatment, sometimes including multiple rapes, are most often highly reluctant to seek help. To them the shame of what happened is so great that they do not want anybody to know about it. They fear that if they go to the rehabilitation centre, ''everyone may think they have been abused''. did not say a word about it for several months, even to female ICRC delegates interviewing them in custody. It was only when a physician (who happened to be male) came to see them that they, under the cloak of medical confidentiality, timidly spoke about it -wanting to ask the doctor questions about their future fertility (author's personal experience). 64 See the ''pyramids of naked men'', ''enforced simulated masturbation'' and other sexually oriented illtreatment as widely publicized in the photos from Abu Ghraib. See also PHR Report, above note 16, pp. 55-9. 65 The author was personally confronted with the psychological trauma experienced by Muslim detainees whose sexual taboos and fears were exploited during interrogations (ICRC visits in 2002-4). 66 Solitary confinement is also used as a punishment, which is outside the scope of the present analysis. end, with minimal environmental stimulation and practically no opportunities for any social interaction. Being confined for prolonged periods of time alone in a cell has been said to be the most difficult torment of all to withstand -a comment made, moreover, by hardened prisoners used to rigorous conditions and abuse. The effects of solitary confinement have been widely documented. According to Grassian, in severe cases The Tupamaros were held in dirty, stinking, bug-infested cells. Confinement alone in the sanitized cells of a modern maximum security prison can be much worse. 71 Such conditions result not only in solitude but also in sensory deprivation (no noise, no voices, utter silence) and sensory hyperstimulation (e.g. steps in the corridor are amplified many times over). 72 Modern cells of that kind are indeed much more ''solitary'' than old, dilapidated ones and consequently may be more traumatic.
It should be noted that the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners 73 as well as the European Prison Rules, 74 while not taking the bold move of completely outlawing the use of solitary confinement, do stipulate a daily medical check-up for all inmates in solitary confinement. This would hardly be necessary unless solitary confinement was considered as being potentially harmful.
Confinement alone in a cell needs to be considered in the light both of its duration and of the surrounding circumstances. The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture has determined that any use of solitary confinement should be for as short a period as possible. In its visits to Scandinavian countries, it clearly stated that prolonged total isolation ''could lead to an individual's psychological destruction''. 75 It has described the effects of prolonged solitary confinement (lasting between seven and 24 months) and noted the following symptoms: anxiety, nervousness, stress, disturbed sleep, difficulties in concentration and elocution, as well as suicidal tendencies, depression and paranoid symptoms. Thus solitary confinement, as stated by the CPT, is at least a form of inhuman and degrading treatment if applied for several weeks.
Furthermore, a detainee under interrogation to whom a combination of different methods is being applied, who is being interrogated intensively (even if no physical violence is involved) and who is suddenly thrust back into a cell alone, even if only for a couple of days, may well develop the adverse effects mentioned above after just a day or two of renewed isolation. All these factors have to be considered when determining whether a method or group of methods ''qualifies'' as a form of torture, in addition to the general criteria laid down in the Convention against Torture or other conventions.
72 Sensory deprivation is inflicted, for example, by using cells with quasi-total sound-proofing so as to muffle any sound. Conversely, sensory enhancement, or hyper-stimulation -often used in combination with sensory deprivation -is exaggerated amplification of any noise, such as the sound of boots in the corridor or the systematic banging of doors or of batons on cell bars, so as to harass the detainee. 
Sleep deprivation
Sleep deprivation has been used as a method of interrogation in many contexts and for many centuries. The Romans used it to extract information from their enemies, calling it tormentum vigilae (waking torture) or tormentum insomniae, and it is still very much in use today. 76 Detainees are usually kept awake for several days; when they are finally allowed to fall asleep, they are suddenly awakened and then interrogated, harshly or otherwise. They may be deprived of sleep in many ways, for instance by guards banging their batons all night long on cell bars.
77
Sometimes detainees are made to adopt what is called ''forced positioning''. This may be just standing against the wall, or crouching down or in any posture that quickly becomes uncomfortable and precludes any meaningful sleep. Or interrogators may wake detainees up every time they close their eyes. Sleep deprivation is often used in conjunction with other psychological methods, including hooding, being stripped naked and the use of various restraints. The old proven method of repeatedly playing a scratched record and blaring out an endlessly repetitive tune for hours or days on end is still used as an effective way of depriving prisoners of sleep.
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Prolonged sleep deprivation has been described by people subjected to it as being horrendous. Menachem Begin, a former Israeli Prime Minister (1977-83), described his experience of it as a prisoner of the KGB in the Soviet Union:
In the head of the interrogated prisoner a haze begins to form. His spirit is wearied to death, his legs are unsteady, and he has one sole desire, to sleep, to sleep just a little, not to get up, to lie, to rest, to forget … Anyone who has experienced this desire knows that not even hunger or thirst are comparable with it … I came across prisoners who signed what they were ordered to sign, only to get what the interrogator had promised them. He did not promise them liberty … [only] uninterrupted sleep! … And, having signed, there was nothing in the world that could move them to risk again such nights and such days. The question of whether sleep deprivation can be a form of torture has been reviewed and commented on in detail in a very recent study on torture that leaves ''no marks'' by Physicians for Human Rights and Human Rights First (HRF):
Sleep deprivation is a well established form of abuse, used in breaking down interrogation subjects … The psychological impact of sleep deprivation supports the conclusion that it would constitute torture or cruel or inhuman treatment for the purposes of criminal investigation. Sleep deprivation is known to cause mental harm … [and] also is calculated to disrupt the senses or personality. 81 A psychotherapist from the London Medical Foundation for Victims of Torture (MFVT) further describes the effects of sleep deprivation thus:
After two nights without sleep, the hallucinations start, and after three nights, people are having dreams while fairly awake, which is a form of psychosis. By the week's end, people lose their orientation in place and time -the people you're speaking to become people from your past; a window might become a view of the sea seen in your younger days. To deprive someone of sleep is to tamper with their equilibrium and their sanity. 82 The severity of suffering from sleep deprivation alone has been found to constitute torture in, for example, the jurisprudence of the Committee against Torture. 83 As the technique of sleep deprivation, renamed ''sleep management'', has recently been openly discussed in connection with US detention, it may be useful to recall that there are relevant references in US jurisprudence, as federal courts have recurrently found incidences of sleep deprivation to violate both the 8th and 14th Amendments to the US Constitution. 84 Sleep deprivation has been considered torture in the United States since Ashcraft v. Tennessee in 1944. 85 Although Ashchraft was only subjected to 36 hours of sleep deprivation, the court ruled it to be both physical and mental torture. In a ruling not only categorizing sleep deprivation as torture but further emphasizing the unreliability of any information obtained in such a way, US Justice Hugo Black stated that ''deprivation of sleep is the most effective torture, and certain to produce any confession desired''. 86 The new US Army Field Manual of 2006 permits a certain amount of sleep deprivation during interrogations, stipulating that detainees should get at least four continuous hours of sleep every 24 hours. 87 Thus, technically, a detainee could be allowed four hours of sleep on Day 1, and then be interrogated for 20 consecutive hours, followed by another 20 consecutive hours on Day 2, and then four hours of sleep. This would respect the letter of the rule, but still be extremely stressful.
Both methods described above -solitary confinement and sleep deprivation -are psychological, not physical, methods. 88 The former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, Sir Nigel Rodley, defined sleep deprivation as a form of torture in several of his reports. 89 This has been confirmed by subsequent Rapporteurs on Torture, most recently by Manfred Nowak.
Recently, sleep deprivation has been the subject of considerable discussion, being promoted as an ''aggressive interrogation method'' that might be permissible against terrorist suspects and yet ''not be viewed as torture''. 90 The question whether sleep deprivation constitutes a form of torture has been debated in public and even discussed by the highest authorities. In Australia, for example, the Prime Minister himself has (to a certain extent) taken a position: ''It depends upon the severity of it, the regularity of it, the circumstances in which it is conducted. So that's what makes yes and no answers to things like that so very difficult. '' 91 Cumulative methods, applied over a prolonged period of time
In examining the use of purely psychological methods during interrogation, other factors have also to be taken into account.
Some psychological methods used by interrogators are recognized as methods of torture, but they are generally used on a one-off basis rather than systematically. A typical example is the ''sham execution'', a method known to be extremely traumatic in which prisoners are led out to what they believe is their 87 92 Forcing prisoners to watch sexual acts committed on an acquaintance is another method also used by torturers.
93 These methods will not be further discussed here, as they tend to be single events rather than repeated over time.
The psychological methods described above, such as sleep deprivation and solitary confinement, are usually not used alone but are applied alternately or cumulatively with others. They are often combined with other ''non-physical'' methods, which may seem insignificant considered individually but whose constant repetition and cumulation over time create a background environment that is precisely intended to accentuate the other -should they be called ''major''? -methods. These ''minor'' methods are many, and the following list of examples is anything but exhaustive: constant taunting; verbal abuse; intimidations; insulting the honour of a family member; spitting in someone's lunch container; 94 petty humiliations (always linked to cultural values); petty and less petty harassments; repeated exasperation provoked on purpose; enforced artificial light 24 hours a day; lack of privacy exploited purposely to mock sensitivities; verbal threats of further torment -whether realistic or not; repeated annoyances petty in themselves, but magnified out of proportion by the context; and many more… The point is not to consider whether such additional petty methods are anything more than ''ill-treatment'', but to acknowledge that all these methods, used together, form a system deliberately designed to wear and break down, and ultimately also to disrupt the senses and personality. The effect over a prolonged period of time of this ''grouping of methods'' has to be considered as part and parcel of the effects of psychological torture. 95 Here the cumulative effect over time of psychological methods, and particularly of these so-called ''minor'' ones, needs to be re-emphasized. Some psychological methods are already defined as torture, as they produce ''mental suffering'' serious enough to qualify as torture without cumulation, for example sleep deprivation and solitary confinement as mentioned above. The use of forced nudity is also a case in point; depending on the circumstances, the cultural 92 Başoglu et al., above note 38, pp. 204-5. 93 See Droege, above note 17. 94 This could allegedly be considered ''physical'', but it is undoubtedly the psychological aspect that is traumatic, and not the few drops of saliva. 95 Quite obviously, these ''minor'' methods can also be used as ''background'' in a system that uses brutal physical torture -but that is not the subject under discussion here.
background, and the actual way in which it is enforced, stripping a prisoner naked can be considered at least as inhuman and degrading treatment. The UN Rapporteur on Torture, in a report to the UN Commission on Human Rights, has stated that
[S]tripping detainees naked, particularly in the presence of women, and taking into account cultural sensitivities, can in individual cases cause extreme psychological pressure and can amount to degrading treatment, or even torture.
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When considering the cumulative, or ''combined'', effects of methods which do not qualify per se as either CIDT or torture, the ''time factor'' needs to be determined. The common denominator, however, will be that each method, applied in isolation, is not considered by perpetrators as being a form of illtreatment, let alone a form of torture.
The discussion then boils down to whether such cumulative situations over a prolonged period of time can be deemed to produce a ''sufficient'' degree of suffering or disruption of personality to qualify as cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, or even torture.
There is a well-known precedent for such an ''accumulation of methods'' which has already been mentioned and can be recalled here. The use of the socalled ''Five Methods'' in Northern Ireland was hotly debated in the 1970s and came up before both the European Commission and the European Court of Human Rights for judgment. These methods were:
wall-standing (''spreadeagled'' against the wall, standing on toes only); hooding (black bag over the head, except during interrogations); constant, loud, hissing ''white noise''; 97 sleep deprivation; food and drink deprivation (bread and water diet only).
Initially, the European Commission of Human Rights determined that the cumulated five methods, which were applied for hours at a stretch and for many days, amounted to a form of torture. They were found to cause both physical and mental suffering. Paradoxically, the European Court of Human Rights later disputed this designation, and stated that the five techniques did not ''rise to the level of torture''. However, the Court did rule that the five methods, used together, constituted ''inhuman and degrading treatment''. 98 After the first ruling the UK government suspended their use, both individually and collectively. It was the accumulation of the five that was ruled upon by both the Commission and the Court, 99 both entities admitting that the cumulative effect had to be taken into account and not only each component separately. 
Unpredictability and uncontrollability
Finally, two additional factors need to be considered here, as they are of direct relevance to the discussion on methods of interrogation and torture and certainly have a bearing on the use of cumulative methods. They are the roles of uncontrollable and unpredictable stress in torture. It has been found that these factors, which have been studied extensively, 100 always come into play in any situation involving stress. In the case of detainees held in custody and interrogated by ''aggressive measures'', they will obviously influence the overall situation.
According to Başoglu, unpredictable stimuli are much more stressful than predictable ones. Similarly, a situation one can control or has merely the illusion of being able to control is less stressful than a situation that seems beyond control. Exerting some control, even minimal, over stressful events seems to be a crucial element in the way in which torture, for example, is experienced by the individual. Hooding is a case in point of a method used in conjunction with many others, and often cumulatively. Its use is usually justified by custodial authorities as being necessary for security. While visual identification of interrogation staff may indeed be an issue, the use of the hood plays a much more important role in interrogations. A hooded detainee being beaten never knows whether, when and how he or she is going to be hit -or when a cigarette burn will be inflicted … The physical trauma (blow, burn, etc.) is greatly increased by the psychological unpredictability. Events become unpredictable and therefore less controllable, and this intensifies the pain and emotional stress.
Thus ''the most deleterious consequences stem from uncontrollable aversive events that are also unpredictable''.
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Both factors can make themselves felt in all the aforesaid situations. Conversely, in the case of solitary confinement, for example, the fact that a detainee alone in a cell manages to communicate with another detainee (e.g. by tapping on the wall) is important as a means of finding out what may happen, and when. He has at least the illusion of retaining some ''control'' and being able perhaps to ''predict'' what is to come. Total lack of any communication, as in a modern high-security cell, will eliminate any such controllability.
If the interrogators intentionally alternate different methods and disrupt any semblance of ''schedules'' or ''patterns'', the situation becomes unpredictable. Interrogation sessions can occur at totally unpredictable times; detainees can suddenly be switched from one cell to another at a moment's notice; or certain forms of behaviour may be rewarded and others penalized without any discernable logic, and the rules then reversed without warning. Interrogators are known successively to alternate at random the different methods described, thus making unpredictability part and parcel of the whole system. They also make sure that the detainees concerned know that they are unable to control any aspect of their lives.
102 Thus the use of cumulative methods over time is aggravated both by the unpredictability of the situation and by the total lack of any real control. The cumulation of the various psychological methods described above induces an utter sense of helplessness over prolonged periods of time, disrupting the senses of the individual and ultimately also his or her personality. * * * To sum up, it has hopefully been made clear that some methods used during interrogation do not physically assault the body and do not cause actual physical pain -and yet they do entail severe psychological pain and suffering and profoundly disrupt the senses and personality. It must be borne in mind that the severity of suffering is subjective and that the actual effects on detainees will vary greatly according to the various factors mentioned. As stated by the UN Rapporteur on Torture, Manfred Nowak, Even the use of force that causes non-severe pain or suffering can be considered degrading treatment, if it is applied in a humiliating manner. A typical example is the forced removal of clothes for the purpose of humiliation.
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Psychological torture is a very real thing. It should not be minimized under the pretext that pain and suffering must be physical in order to be real. Indeed, some psychological methods on their own constitute torture, such as solitary confinement and sleep deprivation.
It has been argued that the concept of the use of non-physical methods also applies to use of the many other methods which undoubtedly do not constitute torture on their own if merely considered in isolation. These so-called ''minor'' methods are, however, part and parcel of the torture process and constitute a ''background environment'' of harassment and duress for detainees under interrogation who are subjected to them for prolonged periods. Their combined use and cumulative effects over time must therefore be considered as part of a system of psychological torture.
What is arguably merely ''malevolent'' and possibly humiliating if inflicted for 24 hours has to be considered very differently if applied for 24 days -let alone 24 months. The cumulative effects will also vary greatly according to the general context and the age, gender and state of health of the detainees under interrogation.
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Social and political background, cultural and religious beliefs and local sensitivities 105 clearly play a role in determining the effects on the persons 102 Conversely, in some cases perpetrators may let the detainee think he or she has some control, the better to manipulate the interrogation. This in itself is not illegal if the rest of the interrogation respects the rules of law, both national and international. 103 Nowak, above note 89, p. 838. 104 For an individual with pre-existing personality disorders, even a short period of solitary confinement may become acutely psychotic. See Grassian, above note 67. 105 Being searched naked, in the open and in front of many guards has been described as extremely traumatic in Muslim societies. For women prisoners this would also be the case.
concerned. 106 In order to minimize the effect of the overall situation it is often argued that detainees receive food, shelter and medical care -disregarding the general psychological conditions of detention and the use of ''cumulative methods over time'' accompanying interrogations. Yet human dignity is not confined to mere physical integrity. 107 The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) has furthermore determined that
[Torture] may be committed in one single act or can result from a combination or accumulation of several acts, which, taken individually and out of context, may seem harmless … The period of time, the repetition and various forms of mistreatment and severity should be assessed as a whole. 108 The cumulative (or ''combined'') use of these methods on detainees is not merely theoretical: the legality of such ''combined effects'' has just recently come under renewed public scrutiny and is still the subject of heated legal discussions. 109 Finally, the stress and hence suffering produced by the situations described above will most certainly be compounded by any ongoing uncertainty as to legal status.
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Governments that use coercion -which is a fortiori cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or torture -are obviously reluctant to admit it, hence the recent juridical and mental contortions in an attempt to raise the threshold of the ''pain and suffering'' required to qualify an act as a form of ''torture''. Apart from the stigma attached to any country ''caught'' using torture, there is the issue of eventual sanctions for torturers and redress and restitution for victims.
Finally, it may seem that to qualify these ''combined'' or ''cumulative'' situations as ''torture'' may trivialize the term itself when compared with brutal physical forms of torture. It can, however, surely be argued that not to consider the protracted suffering of detainees in such situations is, on the contrary, to trivialize the long suffering that has been or is continuing to be inflicted upon them.
